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SUE RAINSFORD |  LITTLE DOORS 

In the early 1980s, drought across Transvaal saw kudu 
dying of starvation in numbers unprecedented for this 
typically resistant species. Stranger still, when the 
recovered bodies were opened it became clear that, 
although they had indeed died of malnourishment, their 
bellies and digestive tracts showed ample evidence of 
food. 

Slowly, a casual chain revealed itself.

Prevented from their habitual wandering and grazing 
by the dry weather, the kudu had been forced to focus 
on a select gathering of bushveld trees. This vegetation, 
realising itself at risk of obliteration, found a way to 
protect itself. Essentially, it began to produce a chem-
ical that was effectively “tanning” the kudu’s insides, 
turning off the microbes that encourage normal diges-
tion.1 

Despite their previously happy coexistence, once the 
bushveld trees recognised these herbivores as a threat,

 
1 Watson, Lyall. Beyond Supernature: A new natural history of the super-
natural. Bantam, 2012.
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they were promptly neutralised. 

The wood doesn’t care if you live or die.
It is dying all the time. Living.
Unsurprised.2     

       • 

The works in Sitchensis unfold in the moments preced-
ing such perfectly executed repercussions. In this way, 
though they are often marked by stillness, they are far 
from inactive. Their tenor is that of a last, latent lull—a 
prolonged pause inside of which we might involve our-
selves differently with our compromised environment, 
and perhaps change our fate. Within this interlude the 
exhibition poses, the notion of dwelling as invoked by 
Heidegger recurs: dwelling is not a sole issue of shelter, 
but a matter of our very existence on the planet, and 
the extent to which that presence proves nurturing. 

Initially, then, the exhibition seems to ask; 

  What does it mean to dwell?

Rather than admonish human activity or aggrandize 
Nature, the works objectively limn the material ways 
in which the two coincide. In ‘My World’, a man cuts 
down a 35 year old Sitka tree. Similarly, in the photo-
graphs, trees turn to felled trunks which then become 

2 Meijer, Maryse. Northwood. Catapult, 2018
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planks of wood, and the remaining stumps—their later-
al growth now halted—read as an amputation. 

The wilting Sitka spruce also signifies human involve-
ment. It need do nothing but remain in situ, it’s pines 
gradually gathering on the floor, to embody both its 
initial commercial passage from Canada to Ireland in 
1907, and the intangible trail that passage left behind.

Such moments and gestures, as understated as they are 
charged, speak to the full spectrum of human impact on 
the natural world; 

A bridge calls into existence the banks on either side of 
a river. 
It gathers the earth into a landscape.3

And so, the question becomes;

What does it mean to dwell, given the toll our dwelling 
has already taken?

With mirrors and their tipped planes of viewing insti-
gating deflection and a fragmented audio recording 
working  to displace the viewer, Sitchensis suggests 
a degree of disembodiment will be inevitable. In-
deed, these works conjures what Daisy Hildyard has 
termed ‘the second body’, namely a counterpart to our       
physical, animal self that we gain by being  ‘embedded

3 Bateson, Gregory. “Ecology of mind: The sacred.” Loka-A journal from 
Naropa Institute. Neu York: Anchor Books (1975).
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in a worldwide network of ecosystems.’4  This sec-
ond body status, ‘determined by its consumption 
and    emissions’, collapses any ‘meaningful differ-
ence between your body and a cow or even a car.’ In        
Sitchensis, what we are presented with feels akin to 
this collapsing of distinction and the altered embodi-
ment such a shift entails. As such, these works present 
a space in which our agency has been considerably  re-
duced, and our experience is now confined to the slow 
burning effects of our species’ previous actions.  

Where did the bread go?
Or didn’t we bring any,

thinking we were too much home
to make a trail?5 

           • 

In 1874, the chemical compound DDT was first       
synthesized, and since then this crystalline substance 
has enjoyed a volatile history; spread far and wide in 
treating issues symptomatic of overpopulation, it was 
later infamously condemned by Rachel Carson in her 
seminal Silent Spring. Carson argued that while this 
colourless, tasteless and almost odourless chemical was 
being used to combat malaria and typhus, it 

4 Hildyard, Daisy. The Second Body. Fitzcarraldo Editions, 2017.
5 Meijer
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was also secreting a very permanent and toxic residue 
absorbed by mammal and mineral alike. As Gregory 
Bateson writes In Steps Toward an Ecology of Mind, ‘we 
still don’t know if the human species will survive the 
DDT     currently in circulation’, and it has in fact been    
uncovered in human bodily tissue these eight decades 
later, its presence connected to Alzheimer’s disease.

How might we interpret such a lingering aftermath, 
given the fate of Transvaal’s hungry, thirsty kudu? 
How might we envisage its climax, given that nature’s 
response will bend to match the corruptive imbalance? 

Moving through the exhibition, it seems we are 
witnessing, at least in part, a world where our deci-
sion-making power has been largely revoked. Now, we 
must consider at protracted length the impact of the 
agency we were once afforded, and ask   

Given the toll our dwelling has taken, 
how—if at all—do we go on dwelling?

About those things I took:
I won’t name them just now…
I’ll let you  test  your pockets   on your way   
home   the little 
   doors
inside you.6 

         • 
6 Meijer
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